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3.0 Literature Review

As explained in the previous chapter, the subject of trimming of surfaces can be classified

under two different headings, one that can be referred to as visual trimming and the other

that can be referred to as geometric trimming.

Visual trimming has been used for most (if not all) of the engineering surface operations.

This approach, which is also referred to as graphical trimming, involves hiding the

trimmed portion of the surface from the observer. By doing this, the surface is not being

altered in any way but when rendered, only the untrimmed portion of it is displayed,

while the rest is being hidden from the viewer.

Casale and Bobrow [Casa89a] [Casa89b] address the issue of visual trimming by defining

an abstract entity called a trimmed patch and use these entities to define boundaries of a

solid by performing various boolean operations on it. According to the definition, a

trimmed patch is a parametric surface, which is not restricted by a fixed parametric

domain. Rockwood, et al. [Rock89] present an approach in whichthe domain of the

trimmed patch is restricted to be a subset of the original patch in parameter space. This
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region is then tessellated into a grid of rectangular tiles trimmed by triangular coving

along curve boundaries and then projected these to screen space. Shantz and Chang

[Shan88] used the adaptive forward differencing technique to tessellate (represent 3-D

surfaces as a group of planar adjacent surfaces) B-spline surfaces into approximating

planar polygons evaluated at intervals in parametric space. Farouki [Faro87] proposed a

trimmed patch formulation based on a boolean combination of surface primitives (planes,

quadrics, ruled surfaces, surfaces of revolution) to approximate the region defined by the

trimmed patch. More information on visual trimming can be found in the works of Casale

[Casa87] and Crocker, et al. [Croc87].

As opposed to visual trimming, geometric trimming will be defined as replacing the

untrimmed portion of the original surface with a new patch. Very little literature devoted

to geometric trimming is available. Hoschek, et al. [Hosc90] [Hosc89] [Hosc88]

[Hosc87] approach geometric trimming of non-uniform rational B-spline surface

(NURBS) patches by surface subdivision. The parametric domain of a NURBS surface is

first subdivided into a set of rectangles, each of which belong to parametric domains of

individual Bezier patches. Then, each subdivision of the surface is converted into Bezier

form by knot insertion and change of basis. The trimming curve is distributed as separate

segments among the newly created patches. Each segment is then used as one of the

limiting boundaries for the newly created Bezier patch. Cubic Bezeir patches are used to

take care of the continuity between adjacent patches.
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Applegarth [Appl89] in his paper proposes the idea of clipping of individual

isoparametric curves lying on a bi-cubic b-spline surface and re-creating the clipped

curves to make up the trimmed patch.

Rojas [roja94] furthers the idea proposed by Applegarth when he describes a method for

trimming of surfaces, in which he maps the points on the surface which lie within the

region specified by the trim curve in parameter space onto the surface in model space and

constructs a new surface interpolating the new set of mapped points. This procedure

makes use of an arbitrary number of equally spaced trim points in parametric space for

defining the trim curve. The surface is then subdivided with the trim curve as one of the

boundaries in parametric space and the new parameter points obtained upon sub-divsion

is mapped onto the surface in model space. This gives a new set of data points for the

trimmed portion, which is then used to fit a new surface. This procedure, however,

performs well only when the data points sampled for the trimmed portion of the surface

are closely spaced. Also, the number of points to define the trim curve is always the same

and the basis on which the choice is made is arbitrary. Also, a convincing numerical

estimate of the error has not been developed to support this procedure.

Trimming of surfaces can generate irregular topologies when the number of surface

patches is not constant in any direction. Chiyokura and Takamura [Chiy91] developed an

interpolation technique over irregular surface patches by using Rational Boundary

Gregory (RBG) patches to re-patch a surface after being trimmed. This method ensures
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G
1
 continuity across any pair of adjacent patches. G

1
 continuous curves and surfaces can

be differentiated once, only with respect to their arc length.

Farin [Fari97], Yamaguchi [Yama88] and Gray [Gray97] provide a comprehensive

discussion on B-spline differential geometry for finding curvatures and inflection points

of curves and surfaces. These properties are used as the basis for surface interrogation.

Intersection and filleting of surfaces are closely related to the topic of surface trimming.

Wong [Wong90a] [Wong90b] approximates surfaces with planar polygons and uses the

divide and conquer algorithm in order to find the intersection curve. Jones [Jone91] and

Gloudemans [Glou89] [Glou90] discuss the topic of surface filleting by which two

algebraic surfaces are blended together into one smooth C
2
 continuous surface.

Since geometric trimming involves approximating the original surface patch with a new

patch, a means to calculate the approximation errors is essential. Hoschek, et al [Hosc90]

and Rockwood, et al [Rock89]explored a means to calculate the approximation error due

to the new surface approximation. Their methods involve finding the maximum distance

between the original and the newly created surface. Rojas [Roja94] uses the volume

differential between the trimmed surface and an evaluation of the original surface

approximated up to the trimming curve. The volume calculation involves arithmetic

calculations that introduce numerical precision error. He also developed an alternate error

measurement scheme that uses the length of the perpendicular edge instead of the volume
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computation. The edge length method resulted in similar results but was free of numerical

precision errors.

A more comprehensive and concentrated study on approximation error estimation

between two matching surfaces was made by Jain [Jain99]. He proposes various norms

that can be used to characterize the differences between any two matching surfaces.

These include the position error difference, ordinate intercept plot, surface normal plots

and Fourier analysis:

Position error difference is the difference between corresponding points on the

two patches.

An ordinate intercept plot is obtained by plotting the maximum error between any

two corresponding isoparametric curves lying on the two surfaces against the parameter

values at those isoparametric locations and is proposed to be a good measure of the error

also. The main emphasis here is to help the designer get visual feedback of the closeness

of a match.

Surface normal plots are obtained by plotting the difference between the surface

normals of the two surfaces and

Fourier analysis is performed on the errors to obtain frequency information.

Once the surface is trimmed, it is essential to display the trimmed patch and the original

surface to give the designer a visual feedback of how well the new surface approximates

the original surface. The OpenGL industry standard graphics system can be used to

develop tools for displaying the surfaces. Woo, et al. [Woo97] and Kilgard [Kilg96]
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provide a comprehensive description of the OpenGL functions available for describing

and rendering B-spline curves and surfaces.


